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Abstract

This document describes the test beam data taking, the installation and
usage of the ALiBaVa extension to EUTelescope and the subsequent ROOT
analysis. By following this manual, the results shown in my thesis can be
recreated.
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1 Test Beam Data Taking

To be written...

2 Installation

This section explains the necessary installation steps. If error messages occur,
pay attention and fix whatever is wrong, otherwise things may fail much later
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on. The whole system is tried and tested on ILCsoft v01-17-03 and EUTele-
scope v00-09-02. This instruction will NOT work with CMS pixel data (and
any data stream with CMS pixel data in it), as a new version of EUDAQ is
needed. This new EUDAQ version requires a newer EUTelescope version. I
have not tested these newer versions with my ALiBaVa additions, so things
might break. These versions here are not the newest ones, things might work
on newer ones, but probably not. This is especially true for EUTelescope. Use
at own risk, or, adapt the code.

2.1 Prerequesites

EUTelescope runs on Scientific Linux 5.8 (Boron) and above and on Ubuntu
12.04 LTS (Precise) and above. Windows won’t work, and you shouldn’t use a
Mac anyway. 64bit versions are highly recommended, 32bit is untested. Disk
space is an important figure: The installation will take up about 2 GB space,
but depending on the analysis sample, several hundreds of GB can be used.
RAM is not all that critical, 2 GB should be enough. CPU power is the killer
feature, the more, the faster everything will run. Especially some processors are
coded in a non-optimal way, thus eating ressources. In summary: don’t run this
on your laptop, suffice for testing.

If you are running a fresh installation of Ubuntu, chances are you need the
following packages:

1 sudo apt -get install build -essential gfortran cmake \

subversion default -jdk libgsl0 -dev libxpm -dev \

libxft -dev libx11 -dev libxext -dev python -dev �
2.2 Running the EUTelescope Installation

First, switch to a bash shell and set the path:

export ILCSOFT =/path/where/you/want/to/install

2 mkdir -p $ILCSOFT �
Go to the directory and download the ILCsoft installer from DESY SVN:

cd $ILCSOFT

svn co https :// svnsrv.desy.de/public/ilctools/ilcinstall/

3 tags/v01 -17-03- eutel ilcinstall_v01 -17-03- eutel �
Set the correct EUTelescope version. Edit the file

1 $ILCSOFT/ilcinstall_v01 -17-03- eutel/releases/v01 -17/

release -versions.py �
and set
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Eutelescope_version = "v00 -09 -02" �
then edit the file

$ILCSOFT/ilcinstall_v01 -17-03- eutel/examples/eutelescope/

release -standalone.cfg �
and uncomment the lines

ilcsoft.install( CED( CED_version ))

ilcsoft.module ("CED").envcmake[’CED_SERVER ’]=’ON’
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ilcsoft.install( CEDViewer( CEDViewer_version )) �
to install CED, which we will use for the event display later on. Then edit

1 $ILCSOFT/ilcinstall_v01 -17-03- eutel/ilcsoft/root.py �
and change

self.download.svnurl = ’http :// root.cern.ch/svn/root ’ �
to

self.download.svnurl = ’https :// root.cern.ch/svn/root ’ �
to use https for downloading ROOT. Following that, we can start the installa-
tion:

cd $ILCSOFT/ilcinstall_v01 -17-03- eutel

./ilcsoft -install -i examples/eutelescope/

4 release -standalone.cfg �
This can take a while. Get a coffee and sit back.

2.3 Adding the ALiBaVa Processors

After the above installation we should have ILCsoft with some components
(CED, EUTelescope, etc.) installed. We now have to add the ALiBaVa Proces-
sors to the EUTelescope installation. For this, download

1 http :// desy.de/~eicht/eutel -alibava.tar.gz �
and extract it to the EUTelescope subfolder in your ILCsoft installation:
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tar -xzf eutel -alibava.tar.gz

$ILCSOFT/v01 -17 -03/ Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/ �
This will overwrite some EUTelescope processor source code and header files in

$ILCSOFT/v01 -17 -03/ Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/ src �
and

$ILCSOFT/v01 -17 -03/ Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/ include �
so consider a backup of the original files. To make the ALiBaVa processors
known to EUTelescope, we need to recompile:

cd $ILCSOFT/v01 -17 -03/ Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/ build

cmake ..

make install �
This step is also necessary every time you add a new processor, i.e. add a new
file. If you change source code in an existing file, you can skip the cmake ..

step. After the extraction of the ALiBaVa files and recompilation, nagivate to
the ALiBaVa folder:

cd $ILCSOFT/v01 -17 -03/ Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/

2 jobsub/examples/alibava �
In this folder, there are several folders, scripts and configuration files, which are
explained in the following:

• analysis/

The ROOT analysis is located here. This will be discussed in section 5.

• gearfiles/

This folder contains the GEAR files, describing the geometrical setup. Use
different GEAR files for different setups, such as varying rotation angles,
telescope plane spacings, etc. Also, if the alignment of the DUT runs into
a weak mode, giving a wrong DUT angle or DUT position can help in the
alignment.

• histoinfo/

A folder where ROOT histogram configuration files are stored.

• output/

The EUTelescope processors write to the subfolders located herein

• output/database

The alignment constants for each run are stored here.

• output/histograms

Runs which write a ROOT histogram store it here. You will visit this
folder often for debugging.
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• output/lcio

This folder contains the LCIO data files which are written by each pro-
cessor. A file with at least one event can be printed to stdout by

dumpevent file.lcio eventnr �
You will also have to do this often for debugging.

• output/logs

The printouts of each processor to stdout are saved here.

• steering-files/

The steering files located here tell EUTelescope which processors are to
be called with which parameters. You can add a new one with custom
EUTelescope processors or modify the parameters.

• config.cfg

This config file has all the configuration settings. If you change a folder or
file name, you have to set it here. Also, the path to the raw data is stored
here, so set it accordingly. Each steering file needs a section in this config
file.

• runlist.csv

This file has the run numbers of all telescope and ALiBaVa runs. Also,
configuration settings for an individual run (polarity, temperature, etc.)
can be set here. An example file will be explained later on.

3 Running the EUTelescope Reconstruction

With all processors installed, we can now run the analysis chain. The goal is to
convert both telescope and ALiBaVa DUT data to LCIO, reconstruct the data,
cluster it and align telescope and ALiBaVa. Then tracks traversing telescope
and DUT are seached, with all relevant information written to a ROOT TNtu-
ple. The sensor analysis is performed on the TNtuple.

3.1 The Start - GEAR File

To run the analysis, I assume you use a similar geometrical setup to mine, that
is:

• The ALiBaVa DUT is in the centre of the telescope

• The ALiBaVa DUT and the telescope are in sync on an event basis (or
have a fixed offset from the beginning)

• The ALiBaVa DUT strips run horizontal. The analysis should also work
for vertical strip orientation, but this has to be changed in config, gear
and steering files. Also check the code, some things might be hard-coded
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First, the GEAR file should be adjusted. Two files are included for different
DUT positions. a, b and c are the rotation angles α, β and γ, d is the DUT sen-
sor thickness. You do not have to use this naming scheme, but it helps keeping
things simple. In the file, set the telescope z position of each plane and sensitive
area and adjust the DUT position (rotation and z position) and thickness. If
the ALiBaVa strips run horizontal, then Y is sensitive, so X gets the telescope
sensor dimensions. Otherwise, if the strips run top-down, X is sensitive, so Y
gets the telescope sensor dimensions. All fields should be self-explanatory. The
orientation of the coordinate systems can be found in my thesis, in summary, z
is along the beam, x points to the right (when looking along the beam) and y
points downwards.

3.2 The Runlist

The runlist.csv file tells the EUTelescope analysis which files to load with
which settings. Lines with a hash are comments and are not read by EUTele-
scope. Each run taken should be added as a line in this file, with the fields
adjusted accordingly. Scripts are available to then run the analysis on all en-
tries, or on selected subsets. The first uncommented line tells EUTelescope in
which order the parameters are, change or add things here if you wish.

RunNumber ist the last four to six digits of a run file, leading zeros will
be added. All run files taken have to be included, that is the telescope run
number, the ALiBaVa RS run number and the ALiBaVa pedestal run number.
This means there should be at least three lines in the file. FileExtension is the
possible extension of the ALiBaVa files. I used .ped and .dat for pedestal and
RS runs, but feel free to change this. Some scripts called later on use this field
to identify the run type, so you would need to change them too. For these to
work, in case of multiple telescope runs for one ALiBaVa run, the first telescope
run has to have a c in this file, all following a d. The .raw of telescope runs
is added automatically. PedRunNumberFormatted is the six digit (!) pedestal
run number that will be used for reconstruction of the RS run. Obviously, a
pedestal run can be used for multiple RS runs. Bonds are the good channels of
a sensor, coded as follows:

’$Chip:lowergoodchan -highergoodchan$ $etc.$’ �
If you only use one sensor, for example bonded to channels 20 to 59 and 61

to 80 (implying a bad bond at channel 60), this would read:

’$0:20 -59$ $0:61 -80$’ �
Since the exact good channels are determined later in the analysis, for the

first runs, set this to the maximum range, i.e.

’$0:0 -127$’ �
TelescopeRun is the corresponding telescope run to an ALiBaVa RS run.

Should there be multuple telescope runs for a single ALiBaVa run, only add the
first run. GearGeoFile is the gear file to be used for this run. Pol is the polarity
of the sensor, −1 for p- and y-type, 1 for n-type. Clulimit is the event limit
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up to which clusters will be read from the telescope run file in the clustering of
the ALiBaVa data to obtain the missing coordinate. This needs to be set less or
equal to the overall telescope event count to prevent segmentation faults. You
can of course improve the code and remove this feature. Refalign can be used
to specify a run with good alignment. If the apropriate script is called, then the
reference run’s alignment constants will be used instead of the ones of this run.
I didn’t really use this feature, but it can be helpful for runs below depletion
voltage. Filter2 gives the option to skip the second filter iteration, again this
feature should only be used for debug purposes.

In general, an empty or not needed field can be skipped by a comma. Lines
with #! will be read by the subsequent ROOT analysis and the information
used for shiny plots. Fields are:

#! ThicknessType Fluence , R o t a t i o n , VoltageV ,

Te mp er at ur e C , CurrentmA , minX maxX , mintdc maxtdc ,

alignx , aligny , alignz , aligna , alignb , alignc (in mm /

deg) �
3.3 Running the Reconstruction by Hand

Now the runlist should contain your runs and the gear files the geometry of your
setup. The analysis can now be run from the command line. If you have closed
the terminal from the installation, you need to reload the environment, which
is done in bash by:

cd $ILCSOFT/Eutelescope/v00 -09 -02/

source build_env.sh

cd jobsub/examples/alibava �
Each processor group can now be run by calling:

jobsub -c config.cfg -csv runlist.csv jobtask runnumber �
assuming you did not change the file names. Each jobtask has a steering

file in the steering-files/ folder and a section in the config.cfg. The latter
file also has a list of output files that are created. In general, the order shown
in figure 1 has to be followed. This is because processors expect a certain file to
exist, but if the processor that creates the file was skipped, it won’t work. This
is also the number one cause of segmentation faults.

The actual jobtask name in figure 1 is not always the steering file name. The
config file does not have many settings, except for the path to the raw data,
which, as explained above, you have to set. The steering files are XML files
with parameters for the individual EUTelescope processors. They are mostly
commented, with the comment-string taken from the source code. This means
that the parameter’s description is not necessarily true, so looking at the source
code is important. Each steering file has a execute section, which defines the
processors that are actually run, a global section with global parameters and
a section for each processor listed in the execute part. Most steering files call
the AIDA and Save processors, which write ROOT histograms and save LCIO
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Figure 1: The analysis chain. Data states are indicated blue, processors yellow,
external files green.
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files. The suggested sequence for a DataRun and corresponding PedestalRun

and TelescopeRun is:

• convert-ped PedestalRun

This step does a conversion of the pedestal data to LCIO. To keep files
seperate, this is slightly different than the conversion for RS files.

• pedestal PedestalRun

This step calculates the pedestal of a pedestal run and saves it to an extra
file.

• commonmode PedestalRun

Here, the common mode noise of the pedestal is calculated and subtracted.

• pedestal2 PedestalRun

Now, the distribution width of the remaining pedestal signal is calculated.
This preliminary noise will be used for the clustering steps.

• pedestalhisto PedestalRun

This optional step creates some debug histograms to check the pedestal
data.

• telescope-converter TelescopeRun

This step converts the raw telescope data into LCIO.

• telescope-clustering TelescopeRun

Clusters are now searched on the telescope data. If you have several
telescope runs for one ALiBaVa RS run, skip this step and run the con-
catenation script (see below) instead.

• converter DataRun

• reco DataRun

• clustering-1 DataRun

• clustering-2 DataRun

• datahisto DataRun

• merge DataRun

• hitmaker DataRun

• alignment-daf-1 DataRun

• alignment-daf-2 DataRun

• alignment-daf-3 DataRun

• alignment-daf-4 DataRun

• alignment-daf-5 DataRun
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• tracking-1 DataRun

• alignment-daf-6 DataRun

• alignment-daf-7 DataRun

• tracking-2 DataRun

• alignment-daf-8 DataRun

• alignment-daf-9 DataRun

• alignment-daf-10 DataRun

• tracking-3 DataRun

The ROOT file created by the last step (DataRun-alibava-tracking-3.root)
contains the ROOT TNtuple which is later used for the analysis. The objective
of most processors is explained in my thesis, the focus here is on the technical
details. If you have multiple telescope runs for one DataRun, use the script pro-
vided for clustering instead of the above command: sh telescope-concat.sh

FirstTelescopeRun-LastTelescopeRun. For n-bulk runs with suspected non-
Gaussian noise (not for all n-bulk runs, c.f. my thesis), the above sequence has to
be changed a bit. Instead of calling clustering-1 DataRun and clustering-2

DataRun, call rghfilter DataRun, then clustering-1-afterrgh DataRun and
then clustering-2-afterrgh DataRun. This tries to filter this type of noise.
After the final tracking step, you can also call event-viewer DataRun to visu-
alise the tracks. This step is optional, the glced environment must be running
for this to work. Look at the scripts further down for instructions.

While running the sequence by hand is tiresome, you can directly see errors
on stdout and it gives you a feel for the analysis. In general, do this for a
few test runs and verify the output before you use the scripts. Check the cre-
ated histograms and make sure the distributions make sense. Histogram and
LCIO file names are listed in the config file. You can also verify that data is
transformed correctly by dumping an event to stdout as explained above and
checking that, for example, a hit gets aligned to the correct position. The XML
steering parameters used by each run and the stdout log are compressed into
a zip file on completion of a run. Unzip and inspect if you suspect a problem.
Runs which are still ongoing, or which crashed will have an open log file in the
main directory, which you can tail -f to follow progress.

3.4 Running the Reconstruction by Script

If this analysis works with the commands above for several runs, you can use
the scripts to process all runs. Be warned that this can hog giant amounts of
memory and CPU, so do not do this on your laptop. On the workgroup server,
20 runs running in parallel is about the maximum. Especially high occupancy
runs (hint: SLAC and SPS) with many (≥ 15) hits per plane per event need
lots of memory, so if you have this kind of data, change the scripts accordingly.
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3.4.1 Simple Scripts

The simple scripts just perform all steps mentioned above for a run number.

sh pedestal.sh PedestalRun �
and

sh data.sh DataRun �
just run the steps for a single run. Uncoment the final lines in data.sh to

run the event visualisation afterwards. You can also use those commands to run
the visualisation on its own, provided the needed files already exist.

Telescope runs can be processed by

sh telescope -converter.sh TelescopeRun �
followed by either

sh telescope -clustering.sh TelescopeRun �
or

sh telescope -concat.sh FirstTelescopeRun -LastTelescopeRun �
depending on the amount of telescope runs per ALiBaVa run.

3.4.2 Complex Scripts

The more complex scripts also perform all steps, but for multiple runs in parallel.
All scripts parse the runlist.csv to get the needed run numbers. To only run
a select group of runs, edit the scripts (second line, INPUT=XYZ.csv) to parse a
different runlist. The master runlist (runlist.csv) used throughout the script
can remain as is. The command

sh pedestal_all.sh �
will process all pedestal runs, with at most 20 runs in parallel. Similarly,

sh telescope_all.sh �
will run all telescope runs, choosing the normal clustering or the concatena-

tion automatically. The ALiBaVa RS runs are processed by

sh data_all.sh �
The n-bulk runs where non-Gaussian noise should be corrected are processed

with the command:

sh data_all_n.sh �
Especially here take care to run this only for a separate runlist, as the nGn

correction will not work for p-bulk data. All complex scripts write a logoutput

text file which can be tail -f ’ed to see progress. If all runs are processed, you
can continue with the ROOT analysis.
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4 Troubleshooting EUTelescope

Chances are that things break in the reconstruction. Known features are:

• Segmentation faults if a file is missing
This is pretty straight-forward. Check that the files and paths are correct.
A step that crashes will not always write a LCIO file, so the step afterwards
will also crash.

• Segmentation faults in ALiBaVa clustering
To get the missing coordinate, the clustering loads the telescope cluster
file. If this doesn’t exist, or if there are not enough events, it will seg-
fault. To prevent this, always process the telescope data first. Usually,
the telescope file has more events than the ALiBaVa anyway, so this is not
a problem. If not, reduce the limit in the runlist file, or fix the bug in the
source code.

• Error loading duplicate library
If you sourced the environment twice

source build_env.sh �
then this error occurs. exit out of the shell and reconnect, then resource
the environment once and things should work.

• No tracks found in alignment
This can happen due to misplaced hits. Check gear files: are the rotations
and shifts correct? Are the systems in sync? Check correlation in the
merge step, histograms are explained in my thesis. Verify with dumpevent

that hit positions and event numbers are correct. If this doesn’t help, try
opening the cuts in the DAF track search until tracks are found. This
means increasing DUT resolution and finder radius. Be carefull, as this
can lead to unphysical effects. Furthermore, each alignment iteration is a
combination of DAF searching for tracks, and EUTelMille passing them to
Millepede-II. EUtelMille also has acceptance criteria, so verify that DAF
tracks are not discarded for wrong reasons.

• Misalignment of rotated DUTs
It can happen that rotated DUTs are not aligned correctly. This is due
to possible weak mode the alignment runs into. My workaround is to
supply a different (meaning wrong) rotation via the gear file. After the
last tracking step, open the ROOT histogram and look at the 2D residuals
(DY vs. Y for example) or the profiles. From the rotation here you can
get a feeling for the angular misalignment, shifts can be seen from a non-
zero mean. Increase/decrease the rotation angle or shifts in the gear file,
rerun the hitmaker, alignment and tracking steps and see how or if the
distributions have changed. Repeat until results are satisfactory.

In general, each processor can operate at various verbosity levels. These
range from DEBUG over MESSAGE and WARNING to SILENT, with each level reach-
ing from 0 to 9. In the steering files or in the config file, decrease levels up to
DEBUG0 to see more output to stdout. This often shows the cause of problems.
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Hint: limit the maximum event count to not get swamped in output. Also,
check histograms frequently.

5 The ROOT Analysis

With the ROOT TNtuples now in the ROOT files produced by the last tracking
step, the final analysis can be run. Use

root +x -q -l -b ’main.cc(" runselection ")’ �
to run without compilation. runselection is a series of strings to select specific
runlists. Change this as you need. The best way to run the analysis is by
compilation:

g++ -I ‘root -config --incdir ‘ -o asdf main.cc ‘root -config

--libs ‘ �
Filenames and settings are stored in the first few lines, change accordingly.

void readrunlist() reads the runlist and stores sensor properties in vectors.
void openfile() opens the files and does the analysis, void bookhistos()

creates the histograms. The remaining functions provide the Landau-Gaussian
fits. Most cuts and selections are commented in the code, the selection criteria
is in my thesis.
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